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First, some prehistory.
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“Tennis for Two” wasn’t even a program running on a digital computer – it was analog 
circuitry hooked up to an oscilloscope. Spacewar! introduced the important 
innovation of exclamation marks in game titles, and was running on an actual 
computer (PDP-1) connected to an actual computer display (DEC Precision CRT 
Display Type 30).
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Game graphics during this period (let’s call it the “block era” were simple vector
shapes, blocks, or… 
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…or no graphics at all.
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The first home game console came out during this period.
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And had hugely improved graphics! Or did it?

(Magnavox Odyssey Tennis screen image used under fair use – low-res image for 
scholarly commentary)
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Not really – all the color and detail came from these semi-transparent colored screen 
overlays. The actual graphics was still just blocks.

(Magnavox Odyssey screen overlay image used under fair use – low-res image for 
scholarly commentary)
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We’re past prehistory and in ancient history now – moving from the “block era” to 
the “bitmap era”.
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In the late 1970’s, game graphics were well beyond moving blocks, using colored 
bitmaps extensively. This enabled some actual visual creativity for the first time, e.g. 
painting and animating the bitmaps.

(Space Invaders and Pac-Man screenshots used under fair use – low-res images for 
scholarly commentary).
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The second wave of home consoles brought bitmap graphics from the arcade to the 
home. In one sense, the bitmap era never ended – 2D games with hand-painted 
sprites and backgrounds continued to find audiences, and still do today (e.g., Angry 
Birds). But at some point, the center of gravity shifted to a new technology…

(Pitfall! screenshot used under fair use – low-res image for scholarly commentary)
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The “middle ages” of game graphics - early 3D, done without dedicated graphics 
hardware.
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Early 3D games – different presentation modes, each going from limited shapes to 
more general environments. The first presentation mode used was wireframe – at 
first for very small heightfields, but eventually for more arbitrary scenes.

(Flight Simulator & Elite screenshots used under fair use – low-res images for scholarly 
commentary)
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Next came solid colored surfaces, again going from more restricted to more general 
environments.

(Flight Simulator 2 and Starglider 2 screenshots used under fair use – low-res images 
for scholarly commentary)
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This era culminated with textured surfaces – as before on older systems this could 
only be done on very restricted environments, but soon the environments became 
more general…

(Catacomb 3-D and Ultima Underworld screenshots used under fair use – low-res 
images for scholarly commentary)
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…and even more general. Quake is especially notable, since it embodied the 
transition to the next era.

(Magic Carpet and Quake screenshots used under fair use – low-res images for 
scholarly commentary)
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Graphics hardware formed the basis of our industrial revolution, and games graphics 
would never be the same.
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I remember when I first saw the difference between Quake…

(Quake screenshot used under fair use – low-res image for scholarly commentary)
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… and GL Quake, I was blown away. These screenshots don’t really do it justice – the 
combination of higher resolution, bilinear filtered textures, antialiased point sprites, 
etc. was mindboggling.

(GL Quake screenshot used under fair use – low-res image for scholarly commentary)
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I’ll skip over the many games that used fixed-function graphics and get right to our 
current era, which is defined by programmable shaders. From the early DirectX 8 days 
until today, the primary differences have been quantitative (more performance, more 
instructions, more and bigger textures). Many of the bigger hardware features 
(geometry shaders, tessellation) have not been heavily used by games. GPU compute 
looks like it could be the next big thing, but it hasn’t really taken off yet.
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For the rest of this talk, I’ll go over a few candidate future trends and talk about 
whether I think they are “for real” or the game graphics version of the flying car (hey, 
this one swims too!).
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Predicting what’s next is famously a hard problem. The “Captain Future” stories
(written in the 40’s by Edmund Hamilton) took place in 1990. Now I don’t know about 
you, but I sure don’t remember 1990 looking anything like that. To hopefully avoid 
similar errors, I’m going to need all the help I can get.

( “Captain Future” cover used under fair use – low-resolution cover image used for
commentary about the artwork)
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One tool that can sometimes be useful is extrapolation of current trends, though it 
rapidly loses its utility as you try to look farther ahead, especially in an industry as 
rapidly changing as videogames.
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The rapid changes in the game industry – on the business side, not necessarily the 
technology side, can give you whiplash and prove simple extrapolations wrong. This 
was written in 2006 – now there is a triving indie game development scene which 
feels like it has always been around.

(image from “Slate” website used under fair use – partial image for scholarly 
commentary)
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A lot of people were expecting phones and tablets to eat handheld’s lunch, but I 
wasn’t expecting it to happen this quickly. I was expecting the 3DS to be the last 
successful dedicated handheld game system, now it looks like that honor may have to 
go to the DSi.

(image from “Financial Times” website used under fair use – partial image for 
scholarly commentary)
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Another possible tool is to use film production (feature animation and VFX) graphics 
as a (often distorted) crystal ball for the future of game graphics.
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There are many interesting similarities as well as differences between the two. Both 
are entertainment-focused – the goal is to look compelling and serve a story, not to 
simulate reality – reality is too boring. Both care about performance, just at different 
scales. Both have to fit into the complex production pipelines with various authoring 
tools. And in both cases, the visuals need to be art-directed and the graphics are 
important for sales.

As far as differences, the most obvious one is the available computation and storage 
resources – hours per frame and gigabytes of assets vs. milliseconds and megabytes. 
A less obvious one is the amount of artist time per minute of screen time – game 
teams have less artists and much more screen time to fill. Movies also have a “zero-
tolerance” policy to visual artifacts – games are a lot more forgiving (some of this is 
by necessity, but some is a matter of priorities – games could have less aliasing at the 
cost of other visual aspects). Film graphics has tightly controlled shots, where 
individual elements are rendered out and tweaked in compositing and post. Game 
rendering has to manage changes (often unpredictable) in camera, lighting and scene. 
The most important difference is the role of the graphics “engine” (animation, 
renderer, etc.) – in the case of film this is a tool used by artists to create the final 
product (moving images), and in the case of games it is part of the final product.
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The big new markets are handhelds and social games, and most of those – definitely 
the most successful ones – use 2D hand-drawn graphics.

(FarmVille and Angry Birds screenshots used under fair use – low-res images for 
scholarly commentary)
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And it’s not just the big commercial successes – a lot of the critically acclaimed indie 
downloadable games are 2D hand-drawn as well.

(Castle Crashers and Limbo screenshots used under fair use – low-res images for 
scholarly commentary)
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It’s true that a growing percentage of game time is being spent with game 
experiences (such as handheld, downloadable and browser games) which do not rely 
on cutting-edge graphics, but a lot of these are new audiences. I strongly believe 
there will always be a strong market for people sitting down in front of their TV for 
interactive experiences with amazing graphics.
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“The Princess and The Frog” and “Winnie the Pooh” recently struggled to find 
audiences, but most successful animated shows on TV are still hand-drawn. There’s a 
sweet spot in terms of the amount of effort required and audience expectation that I 
think is similar to the “hand-drawn sprites on small screen” vs. “realistic graphics on 
big screen” games situation.
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Last year there was a course at SIGGRAPH about this.
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(Jet Grind Radio screenshot used under fair use – partial image for scholarly 
commentary)
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(Okami screenshot used under fair use – partial image for scholarly commentary)
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(Team Fortress 2 screenshot used under fair use – partial image for scholarly 
commentary)
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(Prince of Persia screenshot used under fair use – partial image for scholarly 
commentary)
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(Borderlands screenshot used under fair use – partial image for scholarly 
commentary)
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(Minecraft screenshot used under fair use – partial image for scholarly commentary)
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I think it’s a big risk – the style needs to really fit the kind of experience you are 
creating, and to resonate with audiences. I think it will be a niche, not mainstream – a 
handful of games will do amazing and interesting things with this, and some of them 
will find audiences.
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2D games can succeed while pushing much more extreme styles- I think this is just a 
more natural thing for 2D, where the artists have a lot more control over the final 
image.

(Castle Crashers and Limbo screenshots used under fair use – low-res images for 
scholarly commentary)
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The experiences of the film people corroborates my feeling that this is very hard to 
get right. Note that I’m talking about rendering style here –CG animated films vary 
widely in visual styles expressed via character and set modeling, lighting, textures, 
animation, etc.
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I thought about this one quite a bit, and talked to a lot of people – I’m still not sure 
how it’s going to play out long term.
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It’s interesting to also look at rendering techniques used in film production which are 
similar to deferred shading. Lightspeed is especially interesting since it handles 
transparency, motion blur, depth of field, antialiasing, etc., by using an indirect G-
buffer (not unlike an A-buffer).
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I think the future is a hybrid method, where you have some number of subpixel
samples and reconstruct smartly – there was a paper in HPG 2009 called “A 
Directionally Adaptive Edge Anti-Aliasing Filter”, and there is some more recent 
research (SRAA at I3D 2011,  and SMAA – presented at the Thursday course as well as 
a technical report by the University of Zaragoza). I think this is still a fertile area of 
research, and will most likely lead to techniques which will be commonly used by 
both film and games in future years.
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We need to get a lot more serious about aliasing in games. It’s true that we have a lot 
less to work with, but we typically prioritize other things over aliasing. Hopefully with 
faster platforms we can do a better job. Here I’ve only talked about spatial geometric 
aliasing – there are other kinds of aliasing, each with different solutions: temporal, 
shading, etc.
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Some games are already doing simple raymarching for certain volumetric effects. 
That will definitely continue and expand. I’ll talk a bit later about dynamic diffuse 
bounces, but in a nutshell, there are way more efficient ways to get plausible soft GI 
bounce for games. I do think that eventually, selective use will be made of ray tracing 
for effects that are very difficult to get otherwise.
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If Pixar could do all their movies until “Cars” without any raytracing, maybe we don’t 
need it quite yet.
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This will be a resource to balance between graphics subsystems and other parts of 
the game. We are so used to putting all our effort to get something to run at full 
blast, this will be a painful adjustment.
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Bandwidth is expensive. Even MMOs, which have tiny packets in comparison, spend a 
fair amount of engineering effort saving bandwidth. Latency is often an issue as well.
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These two examples are just off the top of my head – I’m sure there are better ones. 
This is not only a better use of FLOPs and bardwidth, it also has a large robustness 
advantage; flaky connections will results in less-frequently-updated special effects, 
not an unplayable game.
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Here I’m mostly referring to diffuse bounce. It’s not that I wouldn’t want it, but I’m 
not sure it would be worth spending the milliseconds that it would cost, not to 
mention other issues (like having to construct your scenes a certain way, etc). 
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(frame from “Infinite Detail” YouTube video used under fair use – low-res image for 
scholarly commentary)
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(image from “The Word of Notch” blog used under fair use – partial image for 
scholarly commentary)
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I think voxelization for secondary lighting effects like reflections, bounce shadows, 
etc. is interesting. This is typically done dynamically and is useful even if it is a pretty 
coarse representation of the scene.
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Which leads me to my next topic…
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Second after anti-aliasing, in my opinion. Once hardware gets a bit more powerful, 
we’ll be doing more of this kind of stuff – wisps of smoke curling around characters, 
etc.
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How valuable this is will vary a lot from game to game - for some games, this could 
actually hurt gameplay, for some it could be irrelevant, for others it could make a 
huge positive difference. This is unlike atmospheric effects, which would benefit 
pretty much any game.
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This is a topic of considerable recent interest in the industry – in particular the game 
L.A. Noire and the MotionScan technology used for the facial performances has 
captured a lot of attention. The capture technology is flawed in that the characters 
have to sit still – not conducive to great performances.

(Heavy Rain and L.A. Noire screenshots used under fair use – partial images for 
scholarly commentary)
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Few CG animated features have relied on facial motion capture and most of these did 
not do well, either critically or commercially. The current “best practice” in film is 
highly labor-intensive. Games can’t afford this, since they have significantly less artist 
hours per screen minute. 
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I think facial deformer rigs in games will evolve, but not necessarily in the same 
direction as current film ones. 
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The player’s character needs to be under tight control and to be completely 
predictable.
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